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SAPHEA – Project profile 

SAPHEA – Developing a single access point for the market uptake of 

geothermal energy use in multivalent heating and cooling networks 

across Europe 

  
 

The challenge 

SAPHEA addresses the market uptake of geothermal energy and 
underground heat storage supplied multivalent heating and 
cooling networks (‘geoHC networks’), which operate at 
temperatures of less than 30°C and up to around 100°C. The 
range of applications of geoHC networks starts at local scale 
networks with capacity levels of at least 500 kWth, including sub- 
and peri-urban regions across Europe. SAPHEA will address the 
installation of new geoHC networks (greenfield installations or 
replacement of individual heating and cooling solutions), as well 
as the retrofitting of existing, fossil fuel-supplied heating 
networks. The EU Commission stated repeatedly that heating and 
cooling (‘HC’) plays a crucial role in the transition towards a 
carbon-neutral economy by 2050 as it accounts for half of the 
energy consumption in Europe from buildings and industry. 
Across all energy carriers, renewable energy sources (RES) 
account for 18% of the primary energy supply for HC in the EU-
27, and IEA forecasts that at the global level the RES share of heat 
consumption will rise from 11% in 2020 to 13% in 2026. Whilst 
the EU has set higher sectoral targets for the increase of RES-HC 
share by 2030 (2018/2001/EU), still growth is hindered by a lack 
of policy, financial incentives, and public funding for renewable 
heat. District heating and cooling (‘DHC’) has a great potential to 
decarbonize the HC sector, yet it registers a limited penetration 
in several European countries, supplying on average only 8% of 
the total final energy demand for HC, mainly in the residential 
(55%) and tertiary (30%) sectors. 
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Webseite: www.saphea.eu 

Kontakt:   

TUM – Chair of Hydrogeology, Geothermal Energy Group, Dr. Kai Zosseder - Kai.Zosseder@tum.de, Phone: +49 89 289 25834 
Web: https://www.cee.ed.tum.de/hydro/projects/geothermal-energy-group/ 

 

Catalogue of scenarios 

One of the first results of SAPHEA is a Catalogue of Scenarios developed by the project team to identify existing basic and complex 
scenarios for the integration of shallow and deep geothermal energy into heating and cooling networks (HC networks) of different 
scales. These settings were complemented by new developments, which are not state of the art now, but could be promising scenarios 
for the future. The networks cover all categories of grid generations used for heating and cooling. Based on these scenarios the SAPHEA 
project will work on providing information about the potential to implement geothermal Energy into heating and cooling networks in 
Europe. 
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Figure 1: Simplified Scheme combining the available geothermal sources and their source temperature range with the network 
inlet temperature. The arrows show examples of possible scenarios explained in the catalogue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Example from the scenario catalogue. 


